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[57] ABSTRACT 
A shock absorber system was designed to absorb the 
energy imparted to doors in a nuclear reactor ice con-
denser compartment as they swing rapidly to an open 
position. Each shock absorber which is installed on a 
wall adjacent each door is large and must absorb up to 
about 40,000 foot pounds of energy. The basic shock 
absorber component comprises foam enclosed in a syn-
thetic fabric bag having a volume about twice the foam 
volume. A stainless steel knitted mesh bag of the same 
volume as the fabric bag, contains the fabric bag and its 
enclosed foam. To protect the foam and bags during 
construction activities at the reactor site and from the 
shearing action of the doors, a protective sheet metal 
cover is installed over the shock absorber ends and the 
surface to be contacted by the moving door. With the 
above shock absorber mounted on a wall behind each 
door, as the door is forcibly opened by steam pressure 
and air resulting from a pipe break in the reactor com-
partment, it swings at a high velocity into contact with 
the shock absorber, crushes the foam and forces it into 
the fabric bag excess material thus containing the foam 
fragmented particles, and minimizes build-up of pres-
sure in the bag as a result of the applied compressive 
force. 

6 Claims, 9 Drawing Figures 
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associated with a nuclear reactor. Doors in the con-
SHOCK ABSORBER SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR denser compartment walls are forced to an open posi-

REACTOR ICE CONDENSER COMPARTMENT tion and against the shock absorber by steam pressure in 
the reactor compartment. The shock absorber impact 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 5 surface is of a size substantially the same as one side of 
The invention described herein relates to shock ab- t h e door a n d is designed with rigid-brittle characteris-

sorbers for hinged doors and more particularly to a t i c s t o help assure absorption of energy without re-
shock absorber system for ice condenser doors in a bound and without damaging the door, door frames and 
nuclear reactor power plant. supporting structure. Provision is made to contain the 

The major components of a nuclear reactor power 10 rigid-brittle foam material as it is fractured by the im-
plant including the reactor, pumps, steam generators pacting forces to thus eliminate any possibility of such 
and connecting piping are located in a concrete contain- material entering the reactor cooling system, 
ment structure. Coolant circulated through the reactor It therefore is an object of the invention to provide a 
by the pumps absorbs heat from the fission process and shock absorber for a hinged door in an ice condenser for 
as this heated coolant is passed through the steam gener- 15 a nuclear reactor which will absorb impact forces im-
ators, the heat is transferred to a secondary circuit posed on the shock absorber when the door swings 
which then provides steam for driving a turbo-genera- toward an open position. 
tor which generates electric power. During the course Another object of the invention is to provide a shock 
of circulating such coolant into heat exchange relation- absorber for a hinged door in an ice condenser compart-
ship with the reactor fuel elements, gases and particles 2 0 ment containing a material having rigid-brittle charac-
in the coolant may become radioactive and cannot be teristics which fragments when subjected to door un-
permitted to escape to the atmosphere. It therefore is pacting forces and is retained in an enclosing bag after 
apparent that in the unlikely event of rupture of the fragmentation 
coolant piping, the released coolant flashes into steam Another object ofthe invention is to provide a shock 
and the released radioactive particles must be contained 25 a b s o r b e r f o r a w e d d o o r i n a n i c e c o n d e n s e r compart-
in the reactor containment. To accommodate the conse- m e n t w h i c h m i n i m i z e s r e b o u n d o f t h e d o o r a f t e r £ o o r 
quentnsem pressure inside the reactor containment and imp a c t i ng a c t ion takes place, 
to prevent such escape of radioactive particles to the 
atmosphere, one well known method includes condens- BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
ing the steam by passing it over ice located in a com- 30 .. , , . . . 

® „ -j j , , • ,, r̂ u While the specification concludes with claims partic-partment positioned around the inside walls of the reac- , , • . , ,. , . . F , . tor containment y Po l n t l nS o u t 311(1 distinctly claiming the subject 
Patent application Ser. No. 435,903 filed Dec. 23, matter of the invention, it is believed the invention will 

1973 by S. J. Weems et al entitled "Nuclear Reactor be, b e t t e r u n d e r s t o o d f r ™ V h e Allowing description 
Condenser Door Arrangement", assigned to same as- 35 t a J e n m connection with the accompanying drawings 
signee as the present invention, discloses different de- ... , 
signs and features of an ice condenser compartment F I G " 1 illustrates the general arrangement of compo-
used for this purpose. As shown and described therein, n e n t s m a nuclear reactor system and an ice condenser 
doors are located in the bottom and at the top Of the ice compartment mounted on the side walls of a concrete 
condenser compartment. Should a steam break occur, 40 containment wall; 
such as complete rupture of the largest coolant pipe, F I G - 2 i s a v i e w i n elevation of a door and shock 
steam released by the coolant generates a pressure absorber arrangement viewed from inside the ice con-
which opens the bottom doors thus permitting steam denser compartment; 
including radioactive particles to enter the compart- FIG. 3 is a plan view ofthe structure shown in FIG. 
ment and condense on the ice located therein. After the 45 2; 
initial pressure surge, the doors must be capable of re- FIG. 4 is a plan view layout of the lower inlet door 
turning to a normally closed position without being and shock absorber geometries; 
warped or otherwise bent in order to continue perform- FIG. 5 is an isometric view of the shock absorber 
ing their flow metering function of regulating and pro- assembly before installation in the ice condenser com-
portioning the long term steam boil-off due to decay 50 partment; 
heat. FIG. 6 is a view of the bracket arrangement used for 

Present designs of doors which conventionally mea- attaching edges of bags covering the shock absorber to 
sure 84-92 inches high, 42 inches wide, and 8 inches a backing plate; 
thick will generate about 30,000 to 50,000 foot pounds FIG. 7 is a plan view of a foam containment bag and 
of energy when the surface of a door facing the reactor 55 particularly illustrating the amount of excess material 
compartment is exposed to a pressure of about 12 psi. incorporated in the bag; 
This pressure is sufficient to open the doors at a high FIG. 8 is a view in elevation of a shock absorber 
velocity and an important reason for absorbing the door assembly lying in a horizontal position and showing 
energy with a shock absorber that limits the forces is coring hole patterns bored in the phenolic foam shock 
that otherwise the forces imposed by the swinging door 60 absorber; and, 
on the ice condenser compartment door frames and the FIG. 9 is a side view of the shock absorber illustrated 
adjacent wall may well damage the structural compo- in FIG. 8. 
nents sufficiently as to require extensive repairs to the DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
Structure" 65 EMBODIMENT 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION Referring now to the drawings wherein like refer-
Briefly stated, a crushable shock absorber is provided ence characters designate like or corresponding parts 

which is mounted inside an ice condenser compartment throughout the several views, there is shown in FIG. 1 
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a nuclear reactor and its associated components located 
inside a wall which encloses an ice condenser compart-
ment. The primary function of the ice condenser is to 
absorb energy released by the reactor coolant in the 
event a major rupture occurs in the coolant piping. The 5 
typical design shown includes a dome-like concrete 
containment wall 10 supported on base 12. A cylindrical 
wall 14 extends around the inside of the containment 
area for about 300° and the area between the cylindrical 
wall 14 and the concrete containment wall 10 defines an 10 
ice condenser compartment 15. A floor 16 divides the 
containment into upper and lower reactor compart-
ments 18 and 20. The nuclear reactor 22 generally 
shown is spaced from a concrete enclosure 24 by a gap 
26 and a sump 28 below the reactor serves to contain 15 
water which may escape from a ruptured pipe, and 
melted ice from the condenser compartment 15. Con-
ventionally, pumps 30 circulate coolant through the 
reactor to a steam generator 32 via piping 34 in a pri-
mary closed loop. Heat imparted to the coolant by the 20 
fission process taking place in the reactor, is transferred 
in the steam generator to a secondary circuit which 
provides steam for driving turbo-generator apparatus, 
not shown. 

As illustrated in FIG. 1, the enclosed area above the 25 
reactor includes vent openings 36 which lead to inlet 
ports 38 closed by normally closed vertically hinged 
doors 40 located in the bottom of the ice condenser 
compartment 15. Horizontally hinged doors 42 at the 
top of the condenser compartment also are maintained 30 
in a normally closed position. In its preferred form, ice 
in the condenser compartment 15 is contained in cylin-
drical columns not shown, the arrangement being dis-
closed in application Ser. No. 820,074 filed Apr. 30, 
1969 by W. G. Taft et al and assigned to the Westing- 35 
house Electric Corporation. 

The function of the ice condenser is to absorb both 
radioactive gases and energy released by the coolant 
should it escape from the closed primary loop connect-
ing the reactor, pumps and steam generators. The cool- 40 
ant is circulated at a relatively high temperature and 
pressure through the reactor system and in the event a 
major rupture occurs in piping 34 for example, the re-
leased coolant flashes into steam. The sudden increase 
in pressure in reactor compartment 18 is sufficient to 45 
open each of about forty-eight doors 38 located around 
the inside of the condenser compartment. Should the 
steam break be massive, the doors are violently forced 
open and the resulting steam flows into and upwardly 
through the ice condenser 15 where it condenses on the 50 
ice thus decreasing the pressure in the compartment. 
The melted ice then flows downwardly into the reactor 
lower compartment 20 and sump 28. Doors 42 at the top 
of the ice condenser compartment also are moved to an 
open position thus permitting recirculation of air and 55 
water vapor through the reactor compartment and the 
condenser compartment. 

The above discussion of the nuclear reactor-ice con-
denser system for absorbing energy released by coolant 
has been made to permit a more complete understand- 60 
ing of the present invention. This invention is directed 
toward the design of a door shock absorber 44 mounted 
on the condenser side of each inlet door 40. Each door 
roughly measures 8 feet high, 3£ feet wide, 8 inches 
thick and weighs 360 pounds. It is estimated that a 65 
major rupture in the reactor piping will generate a sud-
den pressure of about 12 psi on the door surface. Such 
pressure is sufficient to force the doors open with a high 
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angular velocity, e.g. 50 radians per second, thus requir-
ing the incorporation of substantial shock absorber and 
supporting structure in the condenser compartment to 
absorb the door forces. To accommodate such high 
forces, e.g. about 40,000 foot pounds of energy, a shock 
absorber of low density phenolic foam material about 
the same size as each door, is mounted on the reactor 
lower support structure and in a position to be con-
tacted by the door as it rapidly moves to an open posi-
tion. 

Referring to FIGS. 2 and 3, the single door 40 shown 
is hung on hinges 44 in a conventional manner and is 
designed to swing inwardly toward the shock absorber 
44. The other end of hinges 44 are attached to a wall 50 
which projects inwardly into the ice condenser com-
partment. It is understood that either single or double 
hung doors may be mounted in each port opening 38 
and in the event double hung doors are used, two shock 
absorber assemblies, one for each door, will be mounted 
on the lower wall 50 of the ice condenser compartment 
to permit each door to contact the shock absorber as it 
swings to an open position. Further, these doors may be 
returned to a closed position by a light spring in a man-
ner well known in the art. The shock absorber which is 
described in greater detail later is mounted on a backing 
plate 48 and the assembly is then bolted or otherwise 
secured to the wall 50. It measures approximately 42 
inches wide, 92 inches high and 29 inches deep. 

Although the requirements for the shock absorber 
may vary depending on the environment of use and 
impact forces expected to be absorbed, the following 
design of shock absorber has been chosen to illustrate 
the preferred embodiment of the invention. The design 
requirements to be met include a material having less 
than 50 ppm extractable halides, it must be hydrolyti-
cally stable and fire resistant, and capable of absorbing 
the energy from an impacting door 92 inches high, 42 
inches wide, 8 inches thick, weigh 360 pounds and mov-
ing at a velocity of 50 radians per second equivalent to 
about 85 mph at the center of percussion of the door. On 
impacting, the foam material will crush and must absorb 
sufficient energy to preclude the impacting door from 
exceeding its 50 psi crush strength, and must not exert 
more than 60,000 pounds total force on the lower sup-
port structure. Also, it is important that the foam not 
impart rebound energy to the impacting door. To mini-
mize rebounding, the foam must demonstrate rigid-brit-
tle type characteristics which permits both fragmenta-
tion of the foam and substantially total absorption of 
energy. 

Knowledge of the magnitude of energy expected to 
be contained in the doors as they swing toward the open 
position and into the relatively limited space of the 
reactor support structure, allows a determination to be 
made of the required energy density for the foam mate-
rial in the shock absorber. FIG. 4 shows a plan view of 
the pertinent door and shock absorber geometries. The 
shock absorber is shown as having a cross-section A, B, 
C, D, E with the dotted line illustrating door 40 in a 
closed position, and the full line representation showing 
the door at just the point of impact with the exposed 
surface of the shock absorber. Door 40 is permitted to 
move through 55° of rotation before contacting the 
exposed surface of the shock absorber. The compressive 
forces then commence crushing the foam material in 
shock absorber 44 and as described later, the material 
fragments and commences to move to the right out of 
the door impact area. Since 75% compression is a prac-
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tical maximum deflection that can be achieved before lends itself to storing it in this manner. The free edges of 
"bottoming-out" occurs, the foam material has been the steel mesh are clamped with the fabric bag edges to 
chosen to provide for 85° rotation of the door which is the same angle iron, as shown in FIG. 6. 
a design stop position. As is apparent from the drawing, After each shock absorber assembly is installed on 
the space available for door rotation is 95°, but utiliza- 5 walls 50, some construction activities will still take 
tion of the full available space will not be made because place thus indicating the need to protect the shock ab-
the shock absorber is designed to accommodate all sorber from weld splatter, falling tools, and the like, 
foreseeable force magnitudes within 85° door rotation This is accomplished by mounting a stainless steel sheet 
area. The shock absorber having the cross-section 70 over the top and bottom surfaces of the shock ab-
shown is 89 inches high and has a volume of 51,000 10 sorber and the side which is exposed to the impacting 
cubic inches. forces of a door 40 as it swings to an open position. The 

FIG. 5 shows the shock absorber assembly 44 in a ends of steel sheet 70 are attached to the backing plate 
horizontal position prior to being mounted vertically on 48 by screws or other securing means 72. Since the 
condenser compartment wall 50. Parts are broken away sheet metal cover 70 is relatively thin, being only 26 
to illustrate the various components in the assembly. As 15 gauge (0.018 inch) and prebuckled, it does not signifi-
indicated above, the main body of the shock absorber cantly increase the shock absorber stiffness. In addition, 
comprises phenolic foam 52 bonded to a backing plate the sheet metal cover preserves the foam geometry 
48 of wood, metal or other material. Bonding adhesive during crush which thereby prevents foam shearing. 
54, such as Scotchgrip 2246 and 3M-34 manufactured The cover also deforms plastically on impact and holds 
by the 3M Company, are particularly effective for this 20 the crushed shock absorber against the support struc-
purpose. ture and away from the door opening area. 

As the door is forced open into impacting relation- A desirable characteristic of the phenolic foam mate-
ship with the shock absorber assembly, the compressive rial is that it has an essentially open-cell structure which 
forces crush and fragment the phenolic foam. Since it is tends to minimize air entrapment. However, the cell 
necessary to contain the fragmented particles, a fabric 25 size is quite small and to help assure escape of air from 
containment bag 56 of nylon reinforced polyethylene the foam material during the crushing process, air es-
encloses and contains the foam material after impact cape holes are cored into the foam material to thereby 
and therefore precludes their escape into the reactor minimize the establishment of localized high pressure 
containment areas. As shown in FIG. 6, the edges of the areas as the foam fragments. 
bag 56 are securely fastened to an angle iron bracket 58 30 FIGS. 8 and 9 illustrate the disposition of coring 
attached to backing plate 48 by bolts 60. The fabric holes 74 in the shock absorber foam material. The holes 
material is locked in place by a pair of plates 62 and 64 are bored in the foam, parallel to one another and ex-
bolted to the angle iron, the arrangement being such tend from the face which is arranged to be contacted by 
that the fabric makes a reverse bend around the plate so the impacting door towards the back wall. Experimen-
that upon tightening bolts 66 the fabric becomes held in 35 tal tests show that a hole structure of 17 holes is most 
an inescapable position. suitable for use with the size of door identified above. 

The geometry of the bag is chosen such that it per- The holes were 2.5 inches in diameter which had the 
mits the shock absorber to crush without building up a effect of removing 3.7% of the volume of foam mate-
pressure inside the bag. This is accomplished by manu- rial. A thirty-four hole pattern has been used, each hole 
facturing the bag to a size about double that of the 40 being two inches in diameter which resulted in 4.5% of 
volume of foam material. FIG. 7 graphically shows the the volume being removed and this design likewise was 
bag excess material 57 in relation to the phenolic foam. effective. 
After the bag is installed over the foam, the excess bag During the course of carrying out performance tests 
material 57 is folded or lapped against the foam surface on shock absorber assemblies of the type described 
67. FIG. 3, which is adjacent the side which receives 45 above, different bag materials and threads were evalu-
the impact forces. Therefore, when the foam crushes ated and tested. The bag materials included polyethyl-
and fragments, the fragmented particles are forced out- ene reinforced polyethylene film, mylar-nylon cloth 
wardly into the area of the bag containing the excess laminates and polyethylenefiberglass cloth laminate, 
material and therefore out from behind the door. This The latter was preferred since it processes adequate 
action precludes the establishment of an air pressure 50 tensile and tear strengths and has the best radiation 
inside the bag and further precludes the development of resistance. Obviously, other types of materials also 
rebound energy which otherwise would act to move could be used for foam containment purposes, 
the door rapidly back toward a closed position. The threads tested included PRD-49 (Kevlar-49) and 

Full-scale testing of the shock absorber assembly Fiber B furnished by the DuPont Company, and poly-
showed the desirability of providing a backup contain- 55 propylene threads made by Threads, Inc. of Minneapo-
ment cover 68 for the bag 56 in the event a tear oc- lis, Minn. 
curred in the fabric bag 56 and to protect the fabric bag Numerous impact tests were performed on full-scale 
from protrusions and sharp edges such as flame cut prototype shock absorber assemblies, typical results of 
plates that may exist in the reactor area. The cover 68 is the tests performed appear in the following summary of 
made of knitted stainless steel wire which helps assure 60 data. 
containing the foam fragmented particles as they move In test No. 1, the fabric bag was of nylon-mylar lami-
from the foam original position into the excess material nated construction and the knitted wire mesh cover was 
57 of the fabric bag. The mesh is limp and knitted in an not used. 
open pattern so as not to interfere with the fabric bag as In all remaining tests, a fiberglass-polyethylene lami-
it unfolds during the foam crushing process. Desirably, 65 nate fabric bag was used as was the knitted wire mesh 
the knitted cover is folded with fabric bag excess mate- cover described above. A sheet metal protective cover 
rial against the foam surface. However, it need not be was employed, and in all tests the foam was cored with 
since the steel mesh may remain loose but the design 17 holes. 
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TABLE II 
Test Data Summary for Full-Scale Impact Tests 

Chamber Shock 
Im- Foam Test Max. Max. Max. Ab-
pact Den- Pressure Door Door Shock* sorber 
Test sity (% Velocity Rotation Absorber Energy 
No. (lb/ft3) DBA) (rad/sec) (degrees) Load (lb) (ft-lb) 

1 2.6 100 36.8 75 36,000 _ 
2 2.3 100 35.0 75 31,700 17,400 
3 2.1 100 36.7 75 48,500 26,600 
4C 2.5 140 38.9 79 39,000 25,000 
5d 2.5 100 36.7 75 41,200 22,200 

Notes: 
"Al l s h o c k - a b s o r b e r s a r e S m i t h e r s C o . p h e n o l i c f o a m . 
^ M a x i m u m l o a d s a r e t h e v e c t o r s u m m a t i o n s o f t h e n o r m a l a n d s h e a r l oads . 
c A n U ga . s teel b a c k u p p l a t e w a s used w i t h th is s h o c k a b s o r b e r , all o t h e r s used 1.0 j 5 
inch p l y w o o d . 
^ F a b r i c b a g 56 w a s in t en t iona l ly slit a d j a c e n t t o a s e a m p r i o r t o th i s tes t . 

The different materials used in the performance tests 
identified above show that many different types of ma-
terials may be used in the bag and cover constructions. 2 0 

Likewise, foams of different types such as polyurethane 
foams and foams having different cellular patterns, may 
be used. It therefore is apparent that many modifica-
tions and variations are possible in light of the above 
teachings. It is to be understood that within the scope of 25 

the appended claims, the invention may be practiced 
other than as specifically described. 

We claim: 
1. A shock absorber system for use in an ice con-

denser compartment for a nuclear reactor comprising: 
a containment enclosing a reactor compartment con-

taining a nuclear reactor having a closed cooling 
system including piping connecting the reactor, 
pumps and a steam generator in a closed loop; 

a wall in the reactor compartment spaced from the 
inner surface of the containment, the space therebe-
tween defining an ice condenser compartment; 

multiple aligned ports located in the bottom of said 
wall, movable doors mounted in each of said ports, 
said ports providing access from the reactor com-
partment to the ice condenser compartment so that 
in the event of rupture of said piping, coolant re-
leased inside the reactor compartment generates a 
steam pressure which forces said doors under high 4 5 
velocity to an open position thereby providing an 
avenue for escape of steam into the ice condenser 
compartment; 

separate crushable shock absorbing means mounted 
inside the condenser compartment adjacent said 50 
ports for absorbing the energy imparted to each 
door by the steam pressure; 

each of said shock absorber means comprising a mem-
ber approximately the same size as each of said 
doors and containing material displaying rigid-brit- 55 
tie type crush behavior which permits fragmenta-
tion upon being impacted by said door, and being 
capable of absorbing the impacting forces of the 
door without the door rebounding to a closed posi-
tion; and 60 

means covering said material for containing the frag-
mented particles after being impacted by said door, 
said covering means comprising a fabric contain-
ment bag which encompasses said shock absorber 
material and having an amount of excess fabric of a 65 
size sufficiently large to accept at least a major 
portion of the fragmented material after impacting 
and to minimize the establishment of an air pressure 
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inside the bag at the time of crushing the frag-
mented material. 

2. A shock absorber system for use in an ice con-
denser compartment for a nuclear reactor comprising: 

a containment enclosing a reactor compartment con-
taining ,a nuclear reactor having a closed cooling 
system including piping connecting the reactor, 
pumps and a steam generator in a closed loop; 

a wall in the reactor compartment spaced from the 
inner surface of the containment, the space therebe-
tween defining an ice condenser compartment; 

multiple aligned ports located in the bottom of said 
wall, movable doors mounted in each of said ports, 
said ports providing access from the reactor com-
partment to the ice condenser compartment so that 
in the event of rupture of said piping, coolant re-
leased inside the reactor compartment generates a 
steam pressure which forces said doors under high 
velocity to an open position thereby providing an 
avenue for escape of steam into the ice condenser 
compartment; 

separate crushable shock absorbing means mounted 
inside the condenser compartment adjacent said 
ports for absorbing the energy imparted to each 
door by the steam pressure; 

each of said shock absorber means comprising a mem-
ber approximately the same size as each of said 
doors and containing material displaying rigid-brit-
tle type crush behavior which permits fragmenta-
tion upon being impacted by said door, and being 
capable of absorbing the impacting forces of the 
door without the door rebounding to a closed posi-
tion; 

means covering said material for containing the frag-
mented particles after being impacted by said door, 
said covering means comprising a fabric contain-
ment bag; and 

a mesh bag enclosing said fabric containment bag and 
of sufficient strength to contain the fragmented 
material in the event the fabric bag fails during 
impacting by said door. 

3. The shock absorber system according to claim 1 
wherein the means covering said shock absorber mate-
rial comprises a fabric containment bag; and 

the mesh bag enclosing said fabric bag and being 
sufficiently strong to contain the fragmented mate-
rial in the event the fabric bag fails during impact-
ing; and 

said mesh bag being of knitted stainless steel wire 
mesh which is sufficiently flexible and knitted in an 
open pattern to preclude interference with unfold-
ing of the fabric containment bag during impacting 
of the door against the shock absorber. 

4. The shock absorber system according to claim 1 
wherein the shock absorber material comprises a plastic 
foam of open cell construction. 

5. The shock absorber system according to claim 4 
wherein the volume of fabic bag covering said material 
is greater than the volume of the shock absorber foam; 
and 

before impacting, the excess fabric material is folded 
back against the foam. 

6. The shock absorber system according to claim 4 
wherein the top, bottom and surface of the shock ab-
sorber against which the door, impacts is covered with a 
sheet metal cover which preserves the foam geometry 
during crush thereby preventing foam shearing without 
significantly increasing the shock absorber stiffness. * » * * * 


